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Otília Ármeán
Digital Aesthetics

Keywords: aesthetics, new media, interface,
digitalization, self-reflexivity
Although artworks based on digital tech-
niques, new media objects or interactive
interfaces do not invalidate the traditional
concepts of aesthetics, it becomes obvious
that researches aimed at investigating these
artworks and their cultural interpretations
are continuously forced to be prepared with
new concepts and definitions. The current
study presents through examples a few of
these new concepts like elegance, self-
reflexivity and multistability.

Béla Bíró
Identity and Assimilation

Keywords: Borsi-Kálmán Béla, historiogra-
phy, assimilation, embourgeoisement
The paper attempts to present the meat of
the last volumes published from the
Hungarian historian of distinction Borsi-
Kálmán Béla, who analyses the complicated
processes of assimilation in Hungary at the
end of 19th and the beginning of 20th century,
the so called „ennoblement of bourgeoisies
and embourgeoisement of the nobles”. This
investigation leads him to the question the
differences between the Hungarian and the
Romanian processes of assimilation: what
are the causes of the successes and fiascos
in the two different cases? The paper –
along with the appreciation and critique of
the works – suggests possible answers for
the still open questions of the investigation.  

Klára Buzogány
In the Service of Urania: Journal, Web

Portal, Art Camp, Film Festival 
Keywords: films, journal, Filmtett, Hunga-
rian culture in Transylvania
Twelve years ago, a „cinemagazine” was
born in Cluj: a square-shaped journal with
coloured covers and black-and-white illus-
trations, Filmtett was meant to counteract
the absence of film education and Hun-
garian film magazines, which were hard to
come by. The staff soon started a small
festival and an annual workshop too, with a
film club and competitions for students.
Much has changed in the following years:
the workshop and the festival grew due to
the improved conditions in Transylvania,
and the journal transgressed to the internet:
it developed into an attractive and
interactive web portal. This text reviews

these changes: the challenges, the problems
and the successes of Filmtett.

Pál Hatos
Eastern European Countries

Keywords: image, ideology, identity, Hunga-
rian culture, globalisation 
As opposed to big nations which promote
their image on the back of different
universal ideas, small countries rarely can
take advantage of such mediums. They
represent only themselves, and they
translate their own particular identities. In
doing so, they are always on the defensive
against more powerful image constructions,
which they copy even when they oppose
them. In addition, modern Hungarian
culture was born out of the cult of the
vernacular, so Hungarian studies could not
really ever evolve into a full-fledged
international discipline. Moreover, as
contemporary culture comes to be more and
more visual and global culture seems to
become hardly discernible from the enter-
tainment industry, the room for national
cultural policies is significantly reduced.
The paper ends with the description of the
present-day Hungarian system of cultural
diplomacy which has the ambition to
promote Hungarian culture and interna-
tional understanding by emphasizing the
related experiences and the converging
perspectives of Central European nations.  

Árpád Péter
Virtual Hungarian Culture, or on (Tran-

sylvanian) Hungarian Cyberspace
Keywords: Hungarian culture, Transylvania,
Sándor Kányádi, virtualization
The author talks about the virtualization
tendencies of the Hungarian culture. His
point of departure is the affirmation of the
Transylvanian poet, Sándor Kányádi, who
affirmed repeatedly in his interviews and
his writings that „If we want to save our
[Hungarian] culture, we must to »upload« it
to the internet!”. The text shortly reviews
the accomplishments and possibilities of
the „virtualization” of Hungarian know-
ledge, the internet- and computer-coverage
of Hungary and Transylvania, and uses as a
pretext the success of the Hungarian sports
team at the 2012’s Olympic Games to
complement Kányádi’s affirmation: nowa-
days, the virtual and “real” cultures of
Hungarians are not in a state of balance,
but the success in the “analogue” life offer
the chance for the enrichment of virtual
culture too.
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